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Injectables
DR TRACY MOUNTFORD
There’s something reassuring about Mountford.
Perhaps it’s because she’s one of the UK’s
longest-serving injectors (though you wouldn’t
guess, with her fabulous bone structure). Or
maybe it’s because The Cosmetic Skin Clinic
founder knows, instinctively, how to make the
face look fresher. ‘In the old days, we didn’t
have the knowledge, or the products, we have
today,’ she says. ‘Now, we can do so much
more.’ Her mantra is ‘minimal intervention,
maximum impact’ (‘After all, ageing is gradual,
unless somebody has experienced severe illness
or weight loss’) and she injects intuitively, rather
than adhering to prescribed ratios and codes,
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strengthening the chin, picking up the jawline
and elevating the mid-face beautifully. But
Mountford is also instinctive when it comes
to using devices such as Ultherapy (focused
ultrasound, which lifts by stimulating the production of new collagen and elastin in the deep
structural layers of the skin). ‘Our technique is
incredibly bespoke,’ she says. ‘We change the
depth we’re working to, each minute, to deliver
consistent energy and really target the patient’s
needs.’ (Doing so takes the failure rate from 20
per cent to zero, she reports.) This combination
approach yields long-lasting results – but it also
preserves a patient’s unique character. ‘All women
are beautiful,’ says Tracy. ‘The most important
part of injecting is not taking that individuality
away.’ Consultation, £50; filler, from £550;
Ultherapy, from £550 (cosmeticskinclinic.com).

DR MICHAEL PRAGER
The past year has made Prager unusually
pensive. ‘People have realised that they don’t
need so much treatment,’ says the Germanborn doctor, who divides his time between
Knightsbridge and Cyprus. ‘Many of my
patients have moved to the countryside to be
happy; they’re not going out so much. They’re
more relaxed, less competitive – and they have
readjusted their values.’ His Botox technique
has undergone a similar shift – ‘Now, I mark
where I’m going to inject, and I stick to the
markers religiously. It’s the only way to ensure
a good outcome’ – and he reports using greater
volumes in the lower face, to prevent a downturned mouth and a slackening jaw (‘Though
Botox needs eight to 12 weeks,’ he says. ‘It looks
its best as it starts to wear off ’). Meanwhile,
filler is flying, not just because it fortifies the
bones and connective tissue, but because it
enhances skin quality: ‘It stimulates collagen
while keeping cells hydrated,’ says Prager. But
for a needle-free solution to supercharged skin,
he swears by hydrogen: either infusing it into
the dermis (try his Hydrogen Infusion facial,
which detoxifies city-ravaged complexions) or
breathing it in daily (don’t go home without one
of his hydrogen inhalation machines). And
exhale… Consultation, £200; Prager Hydrogen
Infusion facial, from £125; filler, from £695 with
Dr Prager; from £595 with clinic’s other doctors
(drmichaelprager.com).
DR SUHA KERSH
In black scrubs and Balenciaga sneakers, Kersh
is the poster girl for impeccably done injectables. But she’s also smart, immediate in her
assessment and highly attuned to emotions.
‘Women are more anxious,’ says the 23MD
co-founder. ‘Life as they knew it has changed
– and the stress of dealing with this new world
is written all over their faces.’ Fortunately, she
has a flair for filler, and her way with a cannula
brings relief for those who no longer recognise
their reflection in the mirror. ‘It’s about restoring energy to the face,’ she explains. ‘We want
to wipe away the exhaustion and freshen up the
skin – but we also need to put it into perspective
for patients. They might not be feeling their
best, but it’s important we don’t get carried
away.’ Her approach is similarly sensitive,
combining skin tightening with replacing lost
volume (‘The results from the machines kick in
around six months later – and people want
something that they can see now’). The outcome is something that looks like you – but
happier, less weary, and somehow lighter. It lifts
the face – but also the spirits. Consultation,
£250; filler, from £650 (23md.co.uk).
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